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Standard and special tools

SOLID CARBIDE  CUTTING TOOLS SPECIALIST
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Straighteners - Short series

High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral - Short series

High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral - DIN 212

High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral - Long series

Machine reamers H7, left-hand spiral - Short series

Machine reamers H7, left-hand spiral - Long series

High precision machine reamers, straight flutes - Short series

High precision machine reamers, straight flutes - Long series

High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral - Short series - Lateral coolant ducts

High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral - Long series - Lateral coolant ducts

High precision machine reamers, straight flutes - Short series - Lateral coolant ducts

High precision machine reamers, straight flutes - Long series - Lateral coolant ducts

High precision machine reamers, straight flutes - Short series - Axial coolant ducts

High precision machine reamers, straight flutes - Short series - Axial coolant ducts

2. Machine reamers with internal lubrication

1. Machine reamers without internal lubrication

Euromac can satisfy any request concerning length, angle, spiral or straight flutes, lateral 

or axial coolant ducts, step reamers, step drills and so on. We are used to examining each 

customer specific application and offering him a tool specially 

designed for his technical problematic.

SPECIAL REAMERS



This straightener was specially created to straighten drilled holes before reaming. 
This tool is also useful for keeping a consistent thickness in holes.

Recommended for tempered parts 
and raw castings

730 - Straighteners
Short series

Intermediate dimensions and special tolerances 
available upon request in a few days

Recommended for tempered parts 
and raw castings
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Short series

740 - High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral

A

Detail A

30°

Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions and special tolerances 
available upon request in a few days

Recommended for through holes
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DIN 212

712 - High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral

A

Detail A

30°
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Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions and special tolerances 
available upon request in a few days

Recommended for through holes



Long series

Detail A

30°

A

774 - High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral

Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions and special tolerances 
available upon request in a few days

Recommended for through holes
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Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Recommended for through holes

A

Detail A

30°

Short series

700 - Machine reamers H7, left-hand spiral

For intermediate dimensions and special
tolerances, please refer to page 3

Reamers tolerances in accordance with 
the ISO standard “DIN 1420”.
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Long series

770 - Machine reamers H7, left-hand spiral

30°

A

Detail A

Reamers tolerances in 
accordance with the ISO 

standard “DIN 1420”.

Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Recommended for through holes

For intermediate dimensions and special
tolerances, please refer to page 5
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Short series

750 - High precision machine reamers, straight flutes

Detail A

A

45°

Recommended for blind holes

Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions and special tolerances 
available upon request in a few days



Short series

Detail A

A

45°

Long series

775 - High precision machine reamers, straight flutes

Recommended for blind holes

Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions and special tolerances 
available upon request in a few days
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MACHINE REAMERS WITH 
INTERNAL LUBRICATION
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These reamers are fitted with lateral coolant ducts. They are particularly recommended for operations which 
require intense lubrication, for example in hard materials such as titanium, inconel, aluminium, in deep drilled 
holes, or even in intricate hole configurations that make the cooling process difficult.
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Extended tool lifetime

Smooth accurate holes

Close tolerances and 
concentricity

A

Detail A

30°

144 - High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral

Short series – Lateral coolant ducts

Manufactured between 
centres = perfect 

concentricity and accuracy 
guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions 
and special tolerances 
available upon request 

in a few days

Recommended for 
through holes

A



These reamers are fitted with lateral coolant ducts. They are particularly recommended for operations which 
require intense lubrication, for example in hard materials such as titanium, inconel, aluminium, in deep drilled 
holes, or even in intricate hole configurations that make the cooling process difficult.
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A

Detail A

30°

174 - High precision machine reamers, left-hand spiral

Long series - Lateral coolant ducts

Extended tool lifetime

Smooth accurate holes

Close tolerances and 
concentricityManufactured between 

centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy 

guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions 
and special tolerances 
available upon request 

in a few days

Recommended for 
through holes



154 - High precision machine reamers, straight flutes
Short series – Lateral coolant ducts

Extended tool lifetime

Smooth accurate holes

Close tolerances and 
concentricityManufactured between 

centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy 

guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions 
and special tolerances 
available upon request 

in a few days

Recommended for 
blind and through holes

Detail A

45°
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These reamers are fitted with lateral coolant ducts. They are particularly recommended for operations which 
require intense lubrication, for example in hard materials such as titanium, inconel, aluminium, in deep drilled 
holes, or even in intricate hole configurations that make the cooling process difficult.

A



154 - High precision machine reamers, straight flutes 175 - High precision machine reamers, straight flutes
 Long series – Lateral coolant ducts

These reamers are fitted with lateral coolant ducts. They are particularly recommended for operations which 
require intense lubrication, for example in hard materials such as titanium, inconel, aluminium, in deep drilled 
holes, or even in intricate hole configurations that make the cooling process difficult.

Détail A

45°

A

Extended tool lifetime

Smooth accurate holes

Close tolerances and 
concentricityManufactured between 

centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy 

guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions 
and special tolerances 
available upon request 

in a few days
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Recommended for 
blind and through holes



Detail A

45°

A

114 - High precision machine reamers, straight flutes
Short series – Axial coolant ducts

Recommended for blind holes

Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions and special tolerances 
available upon request in a few days
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124 - High precision machine reamers, straight flutes
Short series – Axial coolant ducts

A

Detail A

90°

Recommended for blind holes

Manufactured between centres = perfect 
concentricity and accuracy guaranteed

Intermediate dimensions and special tolerances 
available upon request in a few days
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114 - High precision machine reamers, straight flutes
Short series – Axial coolant ducts



REAMERS TOLERANCES

The table below lists reamers ISO tolerances,
 in accordance with DIN 1420.
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REAMERS TOLERANCES
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DRILLS
- 2 and 3 flutes

- NC spotting drills 90°, 100°, 120° 
and 140°

- Short or long series
- With or without coolant ducts

Special on request

OTHER CUTTING TOOLS EUROMAC 

ENDMILLS 
- 2, 3 and 4  flutes

- Square endmills or ball nose endmills
- Short or long series

MICRO ENDMILLS
- Square endmills or ball nose endmills

- Short or long series

Special upon request



" Coming together is a beginning ; keeping 
together is progress ; working together is sucess " 



         CONTACT

EUROMAC

ZI Les Pointards

18410 Brinon-sur-Sauldre

FRANCE

Tél. +33 (0)2 48 81 51 00

Fax +33 (0)2 48 58 53 99

euromac@euromac-cuttingtools.com
www.euromac-cuttingtools.com


